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This educational material and the dynamics proposed and not meant
to be mandatory; they are merely intended to support participating
teachers and provide them with more information about the content of
this publication before starting with the working group.

1. PURPOSE:

The Primary and Special Education working group project consists of
creating a classroom poster as a group, which contains guidelines to
foster and encourage diversity and inclusion during playtime, with a title
and an audio-description to improve accessibility (more information at
www.concursoescolaronce.es)

As already explained in Teaching Unit 1, playtime can be
approached from a social perspective or from a physical or spatial
perspective.
In this Teaching Unit, we will explore the physical dimension of
playtime and how to work to achieve inclusion of all the students.
To do this, we propose using an innovative, exclusive
methodology, Design Thinking, which will help you to transform
the playground and make playtime a cross-cutting educational
opportunity which is enriching for all your pupils.
This unit explains the diﬀerent stages of the methodology and
gives examples of projects which may be useful guidance to
achieve the objective sought. These proposals are based on the
curriculum and on key competencies and seek to empower
students through egalitarian dialogue, development of critical and
creative thinking and teamwork.
The objective of this unit is to transform playgrounds
into accessible, welcoming places for all, placse
where all students can participate and feel included,
fostering the sense of belonging we want to
encourage in an inclusive school at playtime, a
special time.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES, KEY COMPETENCIES
AND AREAS OF THE CURRICULUM TO DEVELOP

The following are the general objectives, key competencies and
curricular areas we will work on with this methodological proposal. The
main objective with this unit is to understand the methodology,
suggesting aspects that we are certain will serve as an example for the
many others that emerge from your schools, which we would like you to
share with us through the competition's social networks.

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES

Understand and appreciate the values and rules
for living together, learn to act accordingly,
prepare for active citizenship and respect for
human rights, as well as the pluralism of a
democratic society. (1) (2) (3)
Develop habits of individual and team work,
eﬀort and responsibility when studying, as well
as attitudes of self-conﬁdence, critical sense,
personal initiative, curiosity, interest and
creativity in learning, and an entrepreneurial
spirit. (1) (2) (3)
Acquire skills for prevention and peaceful
resolution of conﬂicts, to be able to act
independently within the family and in the
domestic sphere, and in the social groups they
relate to. (1) (2) (3)
Know, understand and respect diﬀerent cultures
and diﬀerences between people, equal rights
and equal opportunities for men and women and
non-discrimination of persons with disabilities.
(1) (2) (3)
Know and use the Spanish language
appropriately and, if any, the oﬃcial language of
the Autonomous Community and develop
reading habits. (1) (2) (3)

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES

Develop basic mathematical skills and start solving
problems that require elementary calculus,
geometric knowledge and estimation, and be able
to apply them to everyday situations. (3)
Understand basic Natural Sciences, Social
Sciences, Geography, History and Culture. (3)
Use diﬀerent representations and artistic
expressions and start learning construction of
visual and audio-visual proposals. (1) (2) (3)
Value hygiene and health, accept own bodies and
those of others, respect diﬀerences and use the
physical education and sport as a means to foster
personal and social development. (1) (2) (3)
Know about and value plants closest to human
beings and adopt modes of behaviour that are
conducive to their care. (3)
Develop emotional abilities in all areas of the
personality and relationships with others, and an
attitude contrary to violence, to prejudices of all
kinds and to sexist stereotypes. (1) (2) (3)

COMPETENCIES1

Linguistic communication (1) (2) (3)
Mathematical competence and basic competences
in science and technology (1)
Digital competence (2) (3)
To learn how to learn (1) (2) (3)
Social and civic competences (1) (2) (3)
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship (1) (2) (3)

1. The number in brackets is that corresponding to the proposed Design Thinking

CURRICULAR
AREAS
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Spanish Language and Literature (1) (2) (3)
Physical Education (1)
Artistic education: music (1)
Artistic Education: plastic (1) (2) (3)
Natural sciences (3)

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY.
DESIGN THINKING
The theoretical framework of the Didactic Unit 1 revealed the need
to help improve the quality of all people, as well as the importance
of non-formal learning to work on human values that speak of
universal accessibility, design for all, but also of social justice,
human rights and sustainability. The methodology proposed to
achieve these objectives is design thinking, a methodology that
allows creation of new designs in creative or innovative ways.

Did you know that...? Design thinking originated in the world of
marketing and is now increasingly used in education because of the great
beneﬁts it oﬀers all students. In education, this methodology is called
"Design For Change" and has ﬁve stages: feeling, imagining, acting,
developing and sharing

Before continuing, we would like you to watch this video by Miguel Luengo,
president of Design for Change Spain and the ‘awakener of dreams’, as he
likes to call himself. In the video, he explains the international movement that
oﬀers children and youngsters the opportunity to become proactive change
agents.

LINK: https://youtu.be/hlyrBynyEvo
The methodology develops converging and divergent thought, achieving a
climate of leisure, in an enjoyable, fun way. It encourages collaboration,
respect, empathy, a sense of initiative and entrepreneurship throughout the
student body.
This methodology focuses on students who take an active role in the learning
process. This methodology allows work on real world problems (in this case
the playground) while developing other values and competencies by the entire
student body, such as hard work and perseverance, autonomy and teamwork,
always through personal commitments, in search of problems and proposed
solutions.
The following are the stages of this methodology with speciﬁc examples of the
dynamics in each of them.

3.1. EMPATHISE
The ﬁrst stage entails identifying all the problems in playground, classifying
them into three major areas:

1. THE PHYSICAL SPACE AND ITS DYNAMICS
2. ACCESSIBILITY
3. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

The World Coﬀee Dynamics can be used for these purposes:

You will need four large tables covered with a paper tablecloth or with
paper roll for writing on. You will also need marker pens and sweets on the
table (the latter is optional) and a page containing the topic to discuss. In
our case, the topics are related to the transformation of the playground,
with questions such as: What would you change about the green spaces?
Which parts of the playground are not accessible? What problems there
are in the playground, in your organisation, in its morphology? These
questions help to identify the problem and are the questions we need to
ﬁnd answers to together.
The activity is designed so that all the students visit all the tables,
encouraging discussion and interaction by the people around the table.
One person acts as a moderator on each table, keeping the discussion
going and writing down suggestions on the paper. This person stays at
same table all the time.
Every 10/12 minutes, students visit a diﬀerent table to talk about a diﬀerent
subject.
The session ends with all the comments on the tablecloths being pooled
and the problems organised on a mind map.

3.2. DEFINE

Now deﬁne the proposal to work on in a little more
detail. Each group might choose one issue to work
on, with the same class looking for solutions to
several problems. Each group works individually on
all stages of this methodology.

IDEA! If what I am interested in is a proposal for a group,
but I would like each group to work on whatever they like,
how can I make this work?
In this case, the idea is to work as a group on the
prototyping phase, so that the proposal can be shared
and improved by other teams, before his testing.

3.3. BRAINSTORM

Now that the class is working in teams and each team has deﬁned its focus of
action; it's time to develop divergent thinking to ﬁnd ideas that will solve the
problem
This can be done using diﬀerent creativity techniques. Here are some you can
investigate and then choose the ones that ﬁt the situation in your own
classroom.

• What if? Based on a question that starts like this, the creative

work begins. What if we had a space to sit in? What if everyone could
play their favourite games in the playground? And what if everyone
could get about the playground without diﬃculty?

• GoogleStorming. Use Google or another search engine to

ﬁnd ideas that help solve the problem on which we want to work; it’s
common to ﬁnd very interesting solutions from other schools.

• Ask other people. You can ask people who are not involved
in the activity for their opinions. Other teachers, family, brothers and
sisters in other classes...

• SCAMPER method: This is a list of questions that encourage

and stimulate the generation of ideas.
S: Substitute things, places, procedures, people and ideas
C: Combine themes, concepts, ideas and emotions.
A: Adapt ideas from other contexts, times, schools or people.
M: Modify, add something to an idea or to a product, transforming it...
P: Put to other uses, draw hidden possibilities from things.
E: Eliminate or reduce to the minimum concepts, parts or elements
of a problem.
R: Rearrange or invert elements, change their position.

• Method 635: Six participants, three ideas per participant - Pass

ideas on ﬁve times - Six participants write three proposed solutions on
a piece of paper. The paper is passed to the neighbour, who reads the
proposals and adds three new ideas. After half an hour, up to 108 ideas
can be obtained.

3.4. EXPERIMENTING, PROTOTYPING

This is precisely where the design thinking develops, in this
phase, the aim is to take action and implement the chosen
proposal to solve the problem chosen.
To collaborate, the proposal chosen by each team can be
improved by another group, as explained previously.

3.5. TESTING

Once the project has been developed, the process
and the impact are evaluated.

4
EXAMPLES OF DESIGN THINKING

We have seen and explained how, based on a real need, on a
speciﬁc problem that has been detected in the playground, the
above methodology can be used to encourage proactive thinking in
all students based on their own proposals. These problems were
grouped into three major objectives: transformation of the space,
accessibility and green spaces or environmental sustainability in
playgrounds (see image 1).
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Image 1. Computer image created for the competition. “For me and my
schoolmates: Ideas to make playtime inclusive”

The following is an example of a variety of themes for developing
collaborative projects.
• Divide the playground into diﬀerent spaces where all students
feel welcome and able to participate (1).
This proposal is based on pupils’ interests and their response to
speciﬁc questions about their preferences and motivations, about
what they like and do not like about the playground. The
playground is divided into diﬀerent spaces, always aiming for
participation by all students.
This proposal is interesting because it is interdisciplinary and can
be worked on from all areas: music with dance and karaoke;
plastic education with proposals for art, drawing or origami;
Spanish with a reading area; physical education with games
painted on the ground or with suitcases containing play
equipment; biology with respect for the environment…But it is
always interesting to these activities based on the smaller pupils
who will use this space.

Example of corners created by the students themselves based on
their own interests:
• Play area with sports bag. Suggestions for traditional games.
• Area for free play. In this area there is:
• An area available to with chalk on the playground or do
drawings on the ﬂoor.
• Tables for playing board games
• Wheels area. This area contains recycled games with wheels.
• Reading area: playground library.
• Area for discussion. In this area there is:
• A friends’ bench where you can sit if you feel lonely.
• A dispute resolution area with an ear and a mouth.
• Art area : In this area there is:
• A dancing area.
• For drawing, there could be a blackboard and coloured
chalks.

It will be up to the students where they put each area, how they organise
and keep things lively. To do this, they can have meetings of
representatives of primary school children.

IDEA! If you need more ideas we recommend you consult the Annex "Play
areas", at the end of this Teaching Unit.

There are also adaptations of games created by CIDAT* for people with
disabilities, so that it may also be of interest to suggest that pupils adapt
these materials to make them accessible and usable for one and all.
• Accessibility (2).
Within this proposal they would work on all aspects of accessibility: cognitive
accessibility, sensory accessibility and physical accessibility.
Cognitive Accessibility in educational centres2 (we recommend the
practical guide for educational inclusion by Belinchón, Casas, Díez and
Tamarit, published by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport, which
contains some very interesting dynamics).
To make the playground understandable and accessible to all pupils,
you can use the pictograms by ARASAAC3.
Physical and sensory accessibility. To discover elements that are not
accessible in the ﬁrst empathy phase, you would have to work with
dynamics of awareness using blindfolds, wheelchairs, crutches, a
headset that blocks out the sound of sirens, bells and music…
Prepare adapted materials and games for everyone to play.

* CIDAT: Blind-Assistive Technology Research, Development and Application Centre (Centro de Investigación, Desarrollo y
Aplicación Tiﬂológica) http://cidat.once.es/home.cfm?excepcion=51&seccion=03
2. You can download it from the CNIIE website by clicking on this link: http://blog.educalab.es/cniie/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/05/ACCESIBILIDAD-COGNITIVA-EN-LOS-CENTROS-EDUCATIVOS.pdf
3. See http://www.arasaac.org/

• Environmental sustainability (3).
This proposal, in an eﬀort to depart from the usual, miserable concrete
playgrounds, seeks to promote initiatives to improve the lives of all
students and educate them in a more sustainable future.
This strengthens environmental education with eco-environmental
education proposals that would form part of an interdisciplinary project.
Create, maintain and take care of green areas. These areas could
have labels with information about the plant, name, care, origin… a guide
to the trees and plants at the school could be made, both in paper
format and online.
Invent a game of cards or a social game, do a presentation to learn
about trees and plants at the school, do a drawing contest, poetry,
songs… whose theme was taking care of the environment, do
awareness-raising campaigns on looking after nature…or any other
initiative is good to work for the environment.
School kitchen gardens. Similar to the previous suggestion, the
garden would be used by all the schoolchildren who could devise
menus with seasonal fruits and vegetables, conduct guided tours of the
garden, computer graphics with seasonal products, study subjects on
the curriculum on germination processes…
Create recycled board games to play outside.

With any of the above proposals, the aim should be to
encourage participation by all students, encourage values of
care, respect and tolerance, to improve coexistence at the
school and ensure a more satisfactory playtime for all students
as part of an inclusive school.

5. ANNEX: Play Areas

The diversity of the student body allows (and requires) a wide range of
activities that can be enjoyed at playtimes, as chess tournaments,
board games, drama and music, crafts, reading...
The important thing is to understand students and their interests,
involving them in the choice and creation of these game areas so that
everyone can have fun in the playground. Here are a few suggestions:

5.1. CONSTRUCTION AND LOGIC

In this area, which works intensely on concentration, there
can be all types of constructions, both simple and complex.
The students like doing puzzles with a lot of pieces. There
are models and puzzles that take several days to complete.
In these cases, the progress made can be saved to
continue later on, or for another group to ﬁnish.

These are stimulating games:
• Reasoning, analysis, problem-solving ability and
perseverance
• The capacity to organise and classify by diﬀerent
criteria....
• Development of attention and concentration
• Fine motor skills
• The skills for creativity
• Sensory perception and coordination

In this area there
will be:
Constructions,
puzzles, tangram,
katamino, models,
mosaics…

Examples:

IDEA! Here are some examples (it is not necessary to

buy these, it can also be fun and educational create them
in the technology and/or art areas).

Chopsticks

A game of dexterity and
skill with hand
movements. Chopsticks
are dropped onto a
surface and removed
one by one without
moving the others. Each
chopstick also has a
diﬀerent score, so it isn’t
merely a question of
getting the most
chopsticks.

Wooden Tower

Take turns throwing the dice
to ﬁnd out how many blocks
you have to remove.
Remove the blocks but
don’t let the tower fall down.
The player who knocks
down the tower is out. The
winner is the player with the
most pieces who has not
been knocked out.

Katamino

Katamino is a
superb puzzle and a
challenging game
that evolves.
Suitable for all ages,
it gives young
people an
understanding of
spatial geometry.
Players try to make rectangles, known as 'Penta' of varying
size. The bigger the number, the more diﬃcult.

5.2. BOARD GAMES AND TOURNA
MENTS

There are numerous types of board games, which are an
endless source of entertainment for kids, teens and adults.
In Primary Education and later they can be used by pupils
of the same or diﬀerent age, which also promotes the coexistence and respect.
It is essential to teach them the rules for each game. They
can then teach them to each other and so on and so forth.
Games teach children about winning and losing, how to
deal with success and defeat and to have fun regardless of
the outcome. Before starting, participants agree to accept
the outcome of the game, whatever it may be, controlling
the urge to boast when they win or become furious when
they lose. If they lose their composure they must leave the
game until they control their emotions again.
When they understand how the game works, they can even
have quarterly tournaments at playtime.

IDEA! Remember that although they're called ‘board

games’ there are some very creative ways to play them,
such as on a large scale on the playground ﬂoor.

• They work on social skills: cooperation, teamwork, healthy
competition, knowing how to wait, follow rules, negotiate,
persevere…
• They promote knowledge, interiorization and the value of
rules.
• Increase creativity.
• Improve short- and long-term memory.
• They will learn to be a good winner.
• Learn how to lose, deal with setbacks, increase tolerance to
frustration.

In this area are: dominoes, memory games, card games,
noughts and crosses, draughts and Chinese checkers, snakes
and ladders, tiddly winks, battleships, chess, language and
mathematical games (numbers and letters...), games that
enhance observation (Double), games that develop mental and
motor agility (Speed cups, Who’s who, Intellect…), etc.

Examples:

You can play on paper or
chalk on the ﬂoor. Draw two
horizontal and two vertical
lines, to create a grid with
nine squares. Players take it
in turn to draw a X or an O,
trying to make a vertical,
horizontal or diagonal line.
When all the spaces are
ﬁlled the game is over, you
can end up with a winner or
a draw, which tends to be
what happens once you
know the mechanics of the
game.

Three in a row/Four in
a row:

Snakes and ladders:
Players each have a
counter. They take it
in turns to roll a die to
see the number of
boxes they can move
forward.
The counters are
moved along the
numbers on the
board, in ascending
order.
If at the end of a turn a player lands in a box with the start of a
ladder, they can climb the ladder to the box where it ends. If, on the
other hand, they land on a snake’s head, they must slide down the
snake to the end of its tail. Players that throw a 6 can move and throw
again. If a player gets three consecutive 6 , they must go back to the
ﬁrst box and can't throw again until they get another 6. The ﬁrst to
reach the last box is the winner.
One way of playing is to have the winner reach the ﬁnal box with a
certain score.

25 26 27 28 29 30
24 23 22 21 20 19
13 14 15 16 17
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12 11
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The detective
This is a game of observation with no need for counters, dice or
special materials. The children sit on the ﬂoor in a circle. One of
them, the detective, watches the others and looks at every child
and what he or she is wearing.
The detective closes his eyes and a child moves to a diﬀerent
spot or swaps a piece of clothing. The detective opens his eyes
and has to guess who has switched places or changed clothes. If
the detective gets it right, he carries on playing, otherwise,
someone else takes over and plays the detective.

Battleships
On a board (or piece of paper, there are lots of templates on
the internet) the player draws/places his battleships and
marks his opponent’s shots. The other one marks his own
shots.
Before starting, each player positions his ships secretly so that
his opponent cannot see them. Each player places his
battleships in the squares.
Once the battleships are in position, the game begins.
When it is his turn, the player says a position on his opponent’s
board. E.g.: (G-3).
If the square is occupied by a battleship, the opponent says hit
and the attacker marks the position with a red dot or cross.
When all the same ship’s positions have been damaged, the
ship has been sunk.
If there is no battleship on the chosen position, the player says
miss, and this is marked with a dot or cross in a diﬀerent
colour.
This continues until one player has sunk all the other player’s
battleships.
The winner is the ﬁrst to sink all the ships.

5.3. DRAMA AND MUSIC AREA

Primary and Special Education children love drama. Puppets are an alternative. They have fun dressing up and
painting plants, animals, magicians or clowns... Music
attracts and is fascinating to those who can dance, sing or
play instruments.
Creating choreographies or theatrical performances is
very enjoyable for them. They write plays, rehearse them,
prepare the set and perform them before their peers and
adults… This helps them to lose their inhibitions, especially
the sky ones. It is also an outlet for those who want to be
the centre of attention, getting the admiration they desire,
but within the limits of their roles. They all learn to express
themselves and to control themselves through their characters.
This area can be subdivided, stressing the formation of a
music band, choir, dance groups or theatrical performances. Diﬀerent scenarios can be provided for freely enjoying
each activity.
This will follow work in the classroom on diﬀerent competences: role play, music… For example, to learn how to
dramatize, perform, in class, activities they can repeat at
playtime without the teacher's guidance, as a recreational
activity.

These activities encourage:
•
•
•
•
•

Imagination and stimulate creativity
Self-conﬁdence
Letting go of inhibitions and self-control
Respect and tolerance
Enjoyment of artistic and creative activities

In this area, children can: Enact dramatic performances
and role play, choreographies, communication (school radio
and TV), music groups, etc

Examples:

Music

During playtime, musical equipment can be provided so
that pupils can create music and sounds.
Music walls can be built with recycled materials,
encouraging musical harmony and the potential of the
materials.

Dance
During playtime, students can organise dance
sessions with fashionable songs and dance moves.
They can use what they have learned in the physical
education and artistic or musical areas.

Drama / Role-playing
games:

Role-playing games for primary schools can dispense with
boards and recreate stories with diﬀerent themes:
History storytelling: each child plays a character
from history. They can also get dressed up like actors,
which is useful not only to dress and interpret characters,
but to understand and assimilate visual concepts in the
classroom (costume, period weapons, etc).
Detective role-playing game or Treasure Hunt:
just like Sherlock Holmes, the game can take participants
on a journey guided by the narrator of the plot, who gives
the students clues to discover who did it. There could also
be a treasure hunt or similar, running about in the
playground in search of clues.
Conquering Animals: The characters in a
role-playing game need not be people. When you use your
imagination, anything is possible: elephants, giraﬀes, lions,
and ... Why not dragons? There has to be a point to the story,
and each character needs to know why he is doing what he
does, his personality, qualities...

School radio, newspaper or TV
After working on this activity in the classroom (for example in
language classes), playtime can be a good time to practice what
the children have learned: interviews with teachers and students,
broadcast matches, competitions, dances, plays or games that are
going on in the playground.
Creating a radio station or
newspaper in the school has many
advantages: it is an excellent
pedagogical tool to connect
students to the world around
them, encourages critical
awareness, and the expression of
one's own point of view in
opposition to the majority.
You can use television technology by creating a YouTube channel
and uploading video stories, interviews...

5.4. HANDICRAFTS AREA

These activities entertain and encourage creativity among
children. The area can be divided up or rotated, depending on
the available space.
You can also take use the skills and competencies developed
in this area, involving Art teachers. They can all get together to
decorate the playground walls and ﬂoors, and create games
in other areas such as noughts and crosses, targets... Or a
blackboard with chalks can be hung on a wall so that students
can draw freely.

• This encourages creativity and imagination through manual
expression and spatial vision.
• They gain self-conﬁdence and self-esteem.
• Develop artistic and creative skills.

In this area you can organise games like: stringing,
sewing, braiding, trimming, shaping (plasticine, clay…), origami and balloon modelling, drawing, colouring and painting, etc.

5.5. READING AREA

Reading is a highly enriching entertainment, which can be a
genuine pleasure for children rather than a compulsory
activity if are allowed to choose what they want to read.
First they can be asked to bring stories and books that
have already read and want to share with their peers from
home, as well as books in Braille.
The stories and novels are sorted
into collections to make them easier
to ﬁnd. In class, they are taught how
to ﬁnd and store each book in the
appropriate place. The ﬁrst ones to
learn teach their peers.
When an "accident" happens with a
book, it can be taken to the "stories
hospital," a place in the reading area
where damaged books are taken to
be repaired.
The hospital will have a ﬁrst aid kit
with scissors and tape for ﬁxing
books.
A part of the playground dedicated
to reading could be equipped with
cushions or reading chairs.

5.6. OUTDOOR GAMES

Outdoor games involve a lot of movement and physical activity.
This is where psychomotor games, ﬂoor games, sports activities
and traditional games are played.
This promotes::
•
•
•
•

Enjoying physical skills
Skill, control of the body, balance…
Group cooperation
It channels energy, and releases tension

In this area we could provide: a climbing wall and
psychomotor games; shooting games; ball games; running
and chasing games, hide and seek; contests; dances and
games with songs; ﬂoor games; sporting activities

Examples:

ROCK CLIMBING WALL
AND PSYCHOMOTOR
GAMES

Games consisting of circuits with
diﬀerent materials and levels, tree
trunks, ropes, tunnels, rings,
tyres...
Make use of materials that are no
longer used or recycle others to
create a three-dimensional space
where students can test their
physical limits.

5.6.1. FLOOR GAMES A
TRADITIONAL GAMESND

Hopscotch

Draw squares on the ﬂoor and
number from one to ten. Throw a
stone on each square in order
from one to ten. Jump (hop) to
each number, pick up the stone
and come back. If the stone does
not land in the square, the player
misses a turn and the next child
plays. The winner is the ﬁrst to
get to ten.

10
9
7

8
6

4

5
3
2
1

Four Corners

One of the participants stays in the centre of the four
corners, while the others occupy one corner each. Instead of
corners you can use trees or simple stones to mark the
playing ﬁeld. Players take it in turns to swap corners, very
quickly, to try and stop anyone from taking ‘their’ corners. If
they manage to do it, the player without a corner goes into
the centre.

Twister

Draw circles of diﬀerent sizes
and colours inside a square.
To play, you need a spinner
like the one shown, which can
be made in class. The game
consists of placing the hands
and feet according to the
spinner.

Marbles

Make a pit or guide and draw a line about ﬁve
metres from the pit. Players throw the marbles at
the pit and the one that gets closest to the line
comes ﬁrst, and so on and so forth. The purpose
of the game is to win marbles from your
opponents. Use your thumb to knock your rivals’
marbles into the pit and keep them.

Penny football (circuit
)
Draw a circuit on the ﬂoor or on cardboard. Each
player must ﬂick his token around the circuit with his
ﬁnger until the ﬁnish line. The players take it turns to
go. If the token comes oﬀ the track, next time the
player starts where he last ﬂicked his token or goes
back to the beginning.
The player whose token goes past the ﬁnish line ﬁrst
is the winner.

Start

Finish

Tabas (knucklebones):

The game consists of throwing a small ball in the
air, picking up little bones with the same hand and
then catching the ball as it falls. All this has to be
done very quickly to catch the ball before it hits
the ground. When the player is successful he
switches the bone to his free hand and continues
until he has caught all eight bones. The second
time the player tries to put the bones right side
up. This operation is repeated for each of the four
sides of the bone. If the ball hits the ﬂoor, the turn
is over. The game ends when one of the players
manages to do all the plays.

Spinning top

Secure the string by
wrapping it around
the top and then
throw it and try to
make it spin. Things
are easier or more
diﬃcult depending on
the players age, and
there are diﬀerent
tricks children can
learn while the top is
spinning.
They can play by spinning the top inside a circle on
the ground and play as a group. The winner might
be the one who makes the most marks in a circle or
who spins it on the ﬂoor or manages to spin it for
longest on their hand.

BALL GAMES
5.6.2. SPORTS AND
It is said that the ball is the king (and sometimes the dictator)
of the playground. That’s why we are inviting you to restrict
the time spent playing traditional ball games (football,
basketball..) to do research and discover inclusive sports...
You can even invent your own sports in which all the pupils
can take part and have fun!

Cops and robbers

5.6.3. TRADITIONAL G
AMES:
RUNNING AND CHASIN
G

There are two teams, one with cops and one with robbers.
The cops try to catch the robbers and put them in prison. The
robbers can be saved by their colleagues if they are tagged in
prison. The game ends when all the robbers are in prison.

Tag
First you have to decide who is ‘it’. The other players run
about and when one of them is tagged, they have to tag
another player. When they do they shout ‘tag’ or ‘you're it’.
The tagged player then takes over and runs after the
other children trying to tag them. The game ends when
the children want it to.

Hare
The ‘hare’ has to ﬁnd the other players who are hiding. As
soon as he ﬁnds someone, he says their name, and they have
to take his hand. So, as they gradually ﬁnd more players, the
chain gets longer. The game ends when there is nobody left.
But is someone touches the chain of people and shouts: Cut
hare!, all the players can hide again and the ones they ﬁnd
join the chain again.

Torito en Alto
One player, who is ‘it’ chases the other players and
tries to eliminate them by tagging them. Players
are only safe if they climb onto something such as
a chair, a bench, a pavement, a fence, a big rock,
the bars of a window, etc. Once the danger of
getting tagged has gone away, they can climb
down and play again. The game ends if the player
chasing the other manages to tag all the other
players.

Capture the flag
You need somewhere to play, a group of at
least eight people and two ﬂags. The object of
the game is to capture the ﬂag that the enemy
team has hidden and bring it to your side of the
ﬁeld. However, is someone from the other
team tags you while you are in their territory,
you have to go to prison. The ﬁrst team to get
the ﬂag wins the game.

Hide and seek
One or several children hide and the other one has to
ﬁnd where the others are hidden. Before starting the
game, decide on an area and a time for hiding. You
can draw straws to decide who will do the seeking
and ﬁnd the other children. If the seeker can’t ﬁnd the
other children, he loses and has to seek again.

Statues

This is far more fun when a lot of children play. The more the
merrier. One child faces the wall and counts to ten while the
others try to reach the wall. When the child ﬁnishes counting,
he turns around quickly and says “One, two, three, still” and
the others have to stay as still as statues. And so on, and so
forth until one of them touches the wall and is the winner. The
children who move are out.

The scarf

Make two teams with the same number of players. Each player
gets a number in sequence. One child stands between the two
teams, holds out the scarf and says a number. The members of
the team run to the child with the scarf and try to snatch it
before their opponent can. They then have to run back to their
places without the other one catching them. The team that gets
the scarf the most times is the winner.

.
5.6.4. TRADITIONAL GAMES
SONGS
CHANTS AND GAMES WITH
Zapatilla por detrás
(Shoe behind you):
The players sit in a circle on the ﬂoor. One player has a shoe in
his hand. The ones sitting down cover their eyes with their
hands so they can't see who is standing up. While they chant,
the one with the shoe in his hand walks around and around the
circle and drops the shoe behind one of the seated children.
When the song ends, they look behind them to see where it is.
The player with the shoe stands up and tries to catch the child
who left the shoe. If the child is quick and manages to catch
him, the same child goes again, otherwise it is the turn of the
child who got the shoe. The child who is being chased is safe if
he sits down in the free space before he is caught.
Song:
A la zapatilla por detrás, tris, tras;
ni la ves ni la verás, tris, tras:
mirad p´arriba que caen judías,
mirad p´abajo que caen garbanzos,
A dormir, a dormir, que los Reyes
van a venir.

The blind hen

Decide who is going ﬁrst. The player is blindfolded. The other
players spin him/her around and around and ask him/her:
“What have you lost blind hen?”, they answer: “A needle and a
thimble”, they say: “Spin around and you’ll ﬁnd it’. The children
get in a circle and the one with the blindfold on has to catch
someone and guess who it is.

Pase misí
The children lift their arms and form an arch. One of them leads a
team, which they have chosen in advance in secret, for example the
lynxes and the greyhounds. The other children go through in a row
singing:

“Pase misí, pase misá por la puerta
de Alcalá, los de adelante corren
mucho, los de atrás se quedarán”.

When the song is ﬁnished, the children who formed the arch lower
their arms and trap the child who was going through it at that
moment. Then they are asked secretly: Lynx or greyhound?
According to who they choose, they hold onto the corresponding
team leader. When they have all been through and joined their
teams. Each team pulls to one side. The ones who manage to pull the
players from the other team are the winners.

Cat and m
(mouse who catchoeusseth
e cat)
The ‘mouse’ and the ‘cat’ are
chosen. The others form a circle
and raise their arms to create
arches, singing:

“Ratón que te pilla el gato, ratón
que te va a pillar, si no te pilla esta
noche, mañana te pillará”.

The mouse, inside the circle, runs out of the circle through the
arches made by the players. The cat chases the mouse going
through the same arches. If he is caught, they swap roles.

Elastic

Two of the players stand facing each other with the
elastic around their ankles. The other players take it in
turns to jump. If one makes a mistake, he or she takes
the place of the one holding the elastic. The game
gets more diﬃcult as it goes on, in other words, the
elastic goes from the ankles to the knees, then to the
thighs, then the waist, the underarms, neck and lastly,
it is held with the hands over the head.
A lot of these elastic games involve songs like these:

“In street 24
There was a murder
An old lady killed a cat
With the toe of her shoe
Poor old lady, poor cat
Poor toes of her shoe.”

5.6.5. SHOOTING GAM
ES: HUNGRY,
HUNGRY HIPPOS AN
D TARGET

You can paint, draw or
create diﬀerent shooting
games which, as well as
being fun, develop their
psychomotor skills,
powers of concentration,
spatial awareness...

6. ENVIRONMENTAL AREA

Play in this area is related to the curricular content of the
science area in all stages.

This area encourages:
• Curiosity and the scientific spirit
• Respect, commitment and responsibility toward the
environment
• Fun observing and experimenting with plants and
animals
• Use of ingenuity, initiative and innovation to design
projects
• Teamwork and understanding of the division of labour
• Associating scientific knowledge with everyday life
• How to be entrepreneurial. For example, products
obtained and the garden can be sold to offset the costs of
the end-of-term trip

During playtime, they can experiment,
in a free and fun way, what they
learned in the classroom.

Examples:

School kitchen garden

This allows students to learn and
experiment, seeding and growing
plants and food in natural ﬁelds.
This puts the theory they have
learned into practice.

This is done on a small scale, giving them the opportunity to learn
skills that will give them a better quality of life for themselves, their
families, and communities through healthy eating.
During playtime, they can observe, look for pests, water the crops,
build paths and fences, at established times and taking turns.
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ant house, aviaries:
Learning about insects and birds, and their
environmental beneﬁts that contribute to
the ecosystem, pollination and
biodiversity.
The idea is to attract beneﬁcial insects for
the area creating shelters and hotels
designed to welcome them. This creates
an environment that improves the balance
between botanical and animal species to
improve biodiversity.
All you need is a space with boxes, tubes and other elements to
serve as recycled accommodation for insects. It is recommended
these be installed in areas near trees, bushes, plants, etc.
During playtime they can watch them, check their drinking water,
during times assigned to them.

Teaching unit developed at the initiative of ONCE
and its Fundación.
Content and document development:
Coral Elizondo - Teacher at the School of Education in
Zaragoza and former manager of the Aragon Centre of
Resources for Inclusive Education of the Government of
Aragón.
Maite Vallet - In 1977 she founded the María Montessori
school in Madrid, which she managed and where she taught
for 15 years. She is an expert in diversity, she pioneered the
integration of children with disabilities before the approval
of the LGD.

